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STRIP CEMENT 100 

 
 

FIELDS OF USE 
STRIP CEMENT 100 is used in the field of civil constructions, to eliminate lime and cement and the 
various stains that make it difficult to clean bricks, stone and masonry. 
 
ADVANTAGES 
• Twice as effective 
STRIP CEMENT 100 is twice as effective as crude muriatic acid, and has double its power to penetrate 
deeply into the pores to completely eliminate dirt. It contains K-22: this agent expressly formulated to 
act as an inhibitor and penetrant, reduces vanadium stains, accelerates the breakdown of insoluble salts 
for faster cleaning and helps to delay the evaporation of the product to avoid the formation of streaks . 
• Cheap 
STRIP CEMENT 100 is effective when diluted with up to 10 parts of water (depending on the amount 
of encrustations). Its exceptional cleaning power saves on cleaning and labor costs. 
• Sure 
If used according to instructions, STRIP CEMENT 100, unlike other agents,. of the acid type, it will not 
"attack" the metal. It can be used to clean trucks, equipment, scaffolding, etc. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE 
General Instructions: 
Read carefully all the instructions and warnings before using STRIP CEMENT 100. Protect all non-
masonry surfaces with a coating of COVERING against any splashes or spills of STRIP CEMENT 100. 
For all types of masonry, bricks, concrete panels or stone, dilute one part of STRIP CEMENT 100 with 
six parts of water. Use only buckets of plastic. 
                      
   Before proceeding with the treatment, always carry out a test on the surface to be treated and adjust 
the concentration accordingly. 
Detailed Instructions: 
1. Masonry - For best results, wet all masonry surfaces with water before treatment. Freely apply the 
STRIP CEMENT 100 solution with a bristle brush, covering an adequate portion of the surface at a 
time. Allow the product to absorb for several minutes and brush or scrape off the excess lime. If 
necessary, repeat the application. Rinse thoroughly with water. 
N.B. If some types of bricks contain metal salts, which with this product cause the formation of brown 
or green stains, consult your CITITALIA agent for specific advice. 
2. Cleaning of tools - To clean shovels, marre, trowels, etc. dilute one part of STRIP CEMENT 100 with 
four parts of water and immerse the tools in the solution thus obtained leaving them there until they are 
clean. Then rinse well and dry. The K-22 inhibitor will protect metal tools. 
3. Cleaning and etching of old cement - Dilute STRIP CEMENT 100 with 10 parts of water and wet the 
surface to be treated abundantly with this solution. Scrub with a mason's brush and rinse off dirt, grease 
and stratified accumulations of food. Do not use on aluminum, magnesium, zinc (and galvanized) or 
stainless steel. 
 
FEATURES -51A65 
 
Appearance - Clear liquid. 
Flammability - Non-flammable. 
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Toxicity - Toxic if swallowed. Irritating. 
Type - Acidic concentrated detergent for the elimination of lime and cement. 
Color - From amber to brown. 
Odor - Aromatic. 
Composition - A mixture of chelating acids, with the addition of special inhibitors and penetrating 
agents. 
 
 
N.B.- The content of this documentation results from our knowledge and experience on the product. It is 
given as an indication, it does not engage our responsibility for particular applications.                           
 
 
 
     


